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The two will host a new Hip-Hop show ‘The Rodeo’ which goes on air
from 07 October 2018 and will then air on Sundays on the 6-10 pm slot.
The 4-hour show is dedicated solely to the Hip Hop genre, both locally
and globally. Listeners are in for an intense, vibrant, high energy show
with in depth conversations about all things Hip Hop as this duo recreates the feelings and energy of being at a rodeo. As Scoop and Bontle
each infuse their unique personalities into The Rodeo, they bring the
show to life – they are THE experience. Generational relation, global and
local music playlists, ranks, charts and current affairs within the Hip Hop
world, are some of the features listeners can look forward to in October.The
show debuts on the 7th of October, and will thus air every Sunday from 6pm
to 10pm. Bontle and Scoop will team up in playing purely local and international hip hop hits, with deep conversations on the same.

ZAMA NGCOBO LAUNCHES LEADING CITIZENS ON SABC 3
She makes her return to TV as the Host and Executive Producer of
her new show; Leading Citizens on SABC 3, this Heritage Day.
Leading Citizens gives viewers the opportunity to make an appointment with South Africans who have achieved local and international success in their respective fields, while making a positive
impact in their local communities.
One of the greatest things about modern television is that it can
be simultaneously entertaining and instructive, especially about
business. Some of the household names in business in South Africa have had amazing journeys to their successes, and for me telling these stories will be an inspiration for our nation. I want Leading Citizens to help young people thinking about starting their
own businesses to learn from those who have come before them,
in the comfort of their own homes, she says.

NASTY C ASKED A-REECE TO
CONSIDER JOINING HIM ON HIS
MUCH ACCLAIMED IVYSON TOUR
Rap extraordinaire, Nasty C is clearly pulling out all the stops to
make his Ivyson tour one for the history books, with the latest inclusion of artists’ such as TV host turned rapper, Boity, music producer
& rapper, Gemini Major and another fellow collaborator, Tellaman.
This tour has been widely described as history in the making, especially with the addition of fellow rapper, A- Reece. A weekend can
change a whole lot of things in the entertainment world. So when
Nasty C asked A-Reece to consider joining him on his much acclaimed Ivyson tour, tweeps went into frenzy. The move by Nasty C
was totally unexpected as they've always been called the younger
version of AKA and Cassper. This positive move demonstrated by
Nasty C has sparked an affirming response from rap genius, Kwesta.
The Ngudu hitmaker expressed his pride for these two rappers
hence they will be touring and hitting the studio together.

Meet the Baby Mamas
Meet the gorgeous cast of an upcoming South African film, Baby Mamas.
The motion picture features the outspoken Dineo Ranaka, gracious
Thembisa Mdoda, the ever smiling Salamina Mosese and well-bred
actress Kay Smith. Each cast member plays a role that an average everyday woman can identify with.
Cape Town based actress Kay Smith plays the role of the ever loving
Chantel. In the movie, she discovers that she is pregnant and her
world is turned upside down. The Magnet Theatre graduate previously played Tarryn on the 7de Laan soapie.

R&B stars; Brandy and Joe Thomas
together with Naija superstar; Tiwa
Savage, are headed to South Africa.
The world popular musos will headline the 2018 Macufe Festival set for
October in Bloemfontein. The festival will take place from 05 October till
14 October 2018, and will include the Main Festival, Divas concert, Comedy
Night, Hip Hop show, and Gospel concert. Brandy and Tiwa Savage will
headline the main festival (13 Oct @ Loch Logan Rose Garden) and the
Divas concert (12 Oct @ Old Grey’s Sports Centre). Joe Thomas will join
the Macufe Indoor Jazz lineup taking place on 12 Oct @ Old Grey’s Sports
Centre.The American R&B crooner headlines the festival that straddles
different genres of music as well as comedy which all make the five day
event a social and cultural calendar highlight. Joe has a huge following in
SA thanks to chart toppers like I Wanna Know and Stutter.

EVENTS

Johannesburg 25 August 2018 –
Hai Sbali bekukubi sjaiva neyngamla sidla impilo. Bezikhipha Blind.
With an industry that is ever evolving and constantly seeing new
players in the market, Clark & Sons introduces a new legendary
mixer brand that is about to land at an outlet near you, a range of
mixers like never before.
Starting off in Johannesburg, the launch event was headlined by
SA’s entertainment heavyweights including powerhouse DJ
FRESH, hip hop royalty DA L.E.S, leaders of the new school 2 LEE
STARK, STEPHEN OF KENT, CHUCK TAILORED, FANATIC, SANDISO, VATO KAYDE and the legendary KENZHERO. The multitalented MOOZLIE played host for the evening ushering consumers to a truly authentically Clark & Sons experience.
The event was nothing short of class and flames, vibe luring in
true taboo fashion. Vur Vai straight.
The setting was as seductive as a slay queen on Instagram looking
to score herself a blesser. It is always beautiful to see the rainbow
nation vision come together in a club, the venue was equally
packed by both white and black attendee’s , something you hardly
see these days. There’s Hope for South Africa after all.
The evening took off to a slow start but eventually rose to pleasing standards.

EVENTS

SOWETO 08 September 2018 –
We got an exclusive invite from Ngcebo Mdima, SA’s acclaimed
PR guru and CEO of Charlie Communications to come attend the
2nd annual explosive and fun packed Soweto Gin festival.
First on the agenda was a laid back media launch a week before
and we were treated to some comedy, delicious Kasi pizza and
cocktails.
This was definitely one of our highlights for the year, nonstop music and one hell of an electrifying vibe Sbali.
Sjaive kwaze kwaba buhlungu amadolo. An incredible night it was
as we exhibited all types of concoctions made from Gin, and other
spirits.
The energy was high and the event was professionally executed.
Big ups to the marketing team for putting together such an awesome event and pulling the crowd, we can’t wait for next year.

My name is Melissa Yolanda Natasha Edwards, I was born on the 11th of September 1992 in Mary
Mount hospital. I currently reside in the west rand area of Discovery. I'm currently studying my BA toward Psychology at University of South Africa known as UNISA.
I choose psychology as I have passion for helping people and want to make difference in the world.
I am currently still studying at the moment toward my career path.
Robin William has been my most influential inspiration to this day.
During my journey Crescent clinic has been my mentors and they have changed my life and the way I
view the world.
My greatest accomplishment so far has been my modelling career. Through my career I want to inspire
youth today to always reach for your dreams.
If I was given an opportunity to do or be anything in life, I would be a Clinical Psychologist.
Is there someone special in your life? Yes, there is someone special in my life.
The most daring this I’ve done in life has to be Modelling. As a Model you are exposed to social media
and there will always be negative and positive feedback from individuals. Therefore, you have to be
confident in the person you are whether it is negative or positive feedback.
What do you think of the current state of S.A and what would you do to improve things? Currently
South Africa is in recession and to improve it I would suggest better education, education is very important as well creating jobs which will lower the crime rate.
Who would you say should be the most paid Entertainer in S.A and why? I think AKA - Kiernan Jarryd
Forbes should be one of the most paid entertainers in South Africa because he’s a very talented artist.
I just love AKA’s vibe.
In the near future I would hopefully like to open my own rehabilitation clinic for patients who can’t
afford the proper health care they need.
Beside my career path I hope that modelling would open more doors for me especially working alongside top photographers and magazines in South Africa.
You can get hold of me on my
email melissa.edwards11@gmail.com or
Instagram : mello__baby

My name is Lovemore Mutambi. I’m 26 years old, I was born and raised in Zimbabwe.
I’m a model and currently working as a reservationist at a conference centre in Randburg.
Well I chose this career path because of friends and colleagues, it was all like “bro you
kinda look like a model”. So, I was like haha guys come on just chill. And they be like
yeah you got height and looks you should try.
So it gets to a point where it was the only topic for some days with my friends, and it
pushed me to do some research about that.
So the other day I saw a post on Instagram calling new faces from 18-25 years old for
fashion runway, I went there and registered.
After that they called me for wardrobe fitting and rehearsals.
We did the show and it was so amazing, right now my face is
on a billboard. From there onward I fell in love with this modelling career and I inspired some friends too.
I have been modelling for 2 years now.
My Mom is my inspiration, to get where I am right now it is
because of her support and love. Hey man what a strong
single woman. So much love for her.
During my journey I have worked with Wayne Stafford the
CEO of First Crew Events. We did face of Clearwater mall
sponsored by NPL, LEVI’S, BILLABONG and YDE.
We shot 2018 valentines campaign for Clearwater mall dressed by Bisse, we shot Black friday for Michelangelo Towers dressed by
Bisse and Via Condotti.
Being on billboards for Clearwater mall
and Michelangelo Black Friday 2018 campaign was one of my greatest achievements.
So far with the time and effort I’ve
invested, my journey is on a right direction.
If I had been given an opportunity
to be and do anything in life, my
Dad passed away so would bring
him back for sure. Be a superhero
for my Dad.
Yeah I have someone so special in
my life.
The most daring thing I ever done
was car spinning, I was drunk with
friends (umm I won’t do it again)
I have few pipelined things that I
need to do. I want all the big fashion
show, and fitness also.
Maybe boxing I’m still young you
never know what will come. Or music.
Instagram @lovemore_mt
Facebook @ Luvmo Reyiz

“I was propelled to start my own brand
that will stand amongst other brands that
were created from ekasi, so, when people
talk about premium products that started
ekasi, Like the denim and socks brands by
my two inspirational favorites, My cologne
shall be mentioned in the same wavelength.”

Never seen and never heard before, Kasi’s very own premium
cologne brand. This young ambitious and highly driven individual
has set the bar so high it will take Michael Jordan to reach it. A
true game changer and an impressive visionary who has shown
everyone that only our minds can limit us and that we can
achieve anything we set our minds to.
In true Kas’lam fashion, we invited Valentinas to our studios and
had an amazing chat about his greatest creation.
Where you from, where were you born & bred?
I was born and bred in Tsakane, that's where I started and completed my schooling years.
Have you always known that you'll go this direction? I wouldn't
say I've always known that I'll go this direction but you know
when you're surrounded by hardworking people and being raised
by an unemployed mother that's self-sufficient, Self-reliant "A
just let basically" that taught me to be a hustler myself. I remember back in school, I used to sell sweets, Fatcakes and after
school, I'd deliver atchaar tubs around my neighborhood to sustain our livelihood at home. I helped my mom, as this was her
business. So, how this came about, as I was growing up, my mom
used to sell fragrances as well.
Now that I've grown up, I looked around my surroundings and
the people I look up to, the likes of Skinny Sbu Socks. I realized
that these guys are actually working hard to pursue their dreams.
I remember listening to Sbu (SkinnySbuSocks) Talk about socks
like they were" the coolest thing since sliced bread" in an interview he had with CNN and thought to myself, this guy is talking
about socks like they are the most amazing thing everyone
should know about, which planted a seed in my mind that I too
can also do something meaningful, this truly inspired me. My entrepreneurial instincts kicked in and I picked up a huge gap in the
market place for colognes and I decided to pursue manufacturing
my own cologne and I was intentional with creating it from
scratch because my goal was to take this to the next level. As you
see this complete product, this is my blood, Sweat and tears from
start to finish.
I was propelled to start my own brand that will stand amongst
other brands that were created from ekasi so, when people talk
about premium products that started ekasi, Like the denim and
socks brands by my two inspirational favorites, My cologne shall
be mentioned in the same wavelength.
Let's talk about the name of the brand, what does it mean?
Valentinas is my middle name, Kafungo is a translation of
"Chichewa" A language mostly spoken in Malawi which means
scent.
So what's the response to your brand been like ever since you
launched your cologne?
The cologne is well received, the likes of DJ Sbu wear my cologne, Skinny Sbu Socks and a whole lot of influential people actually wear Valentinas Kafungo.
We know you to be a man of many talents, so, what do you do in
your spare time?
I sing, but most people don't know this and when I'm not singing,
I network a lot with other people that are doing different amazing things through the Siya M foundation which is responsible for
initiatives like (Take a kasi child to work).

What's the process involved in creating a complete, Desirable
product like Valentinas Kafungo? From the packaging, Branding
and manufacturing.
There's a place in my township called Fab Lab innovation Centre,
that’s where I used to work where I learned how to design,
Branding and packaging, where we also taught other kids from
an early age to create and design.
Starting with bottles, Caps and pumps, These I outsource but the
branding was designed and created by me at my previous workplace. The packaging was also designed by me after being taught
by a guy named Fabio from Columbia who I met at an innovation
summit in 2016 through my previous workplace. Fabio showed
me the process involved in bending and carving wood which I
then completed with this signature look because I wanted the
packaging to have a specific, attractive appeal in the market
place so it was important for me to design this meticulously.
What goes into manufacturing your own cologne?
Mostly it takes essential oils, Spices and ethereal alcohol, depending on how you mixing your juice but I remember it also
took two months for my cologne to mature into this fine grade
it's in.
Let's talk about Valentina as a human being, when you not pushing your brand, what are the things you get up to? What music
do you listen to? What videos do you watch?
I listen to a lot of Jazz, Soul music and if I'm not listening to music. I hang out with guys that are also creating stuff off the
ground and we advise and motivate each other about creating
different projects and initiatives ekasi that aim to empower and
inspire kids to create products like my cologne. I wouldn't really
say I ever have spare time because I'm always involved in one
project or the other.
For someone that also wants to start something or create something of this magnitude, how would you advise them?
I Say, if you want something, go after it, don’t seek or wait for
validation and approval. Wherever you are, just start, try to link
yourself up with people pursuing their own dreams even when
they're in different industries, Learn from other people's journeys
as well.
Lastly, where do people get a hold of you for purchases?
www.valentinasKafungo.co.za

Young, smart, beautiful and vibrant. This is no ordinary Gqom
singer nor is she just a talented dancer. Her personality is made
of Gold, her vision is pure vibranium and her journey is just beginning. She’s here to redefine the game as we know it, she
abides by her own rules and her eyes are set on far more than
just music.
Kas’lam got to chill with this hit maker who has firmly established herself as the Gqom Barbie and no one can dare dispute
that.
Which Kasi do you come from and how was it like growing up
there? My family comes from uMlazi but I grew up in Woodlands. I grew up in a loving home and dance has always been the
order of the day where I’m from.
The name Macassette, how did it come about? I used to dance
in school so I figured Thandeka was too long I then shortened it
to TDK so it sounds cool when they announce me to come on
stage. Macassette came from my friends, they used to come
with me to gigs and would hype me up. They figured, a “black”
name would be catchier for the crowd, as opposed to an English
name because the majority of black people are more receptive
to African names than they are to western names.
You've been in this industry for a while now, you started off
being a teenage radio host then had a career in dancing and
now you're in music, how has the transitions of your journey
been?

Radio will always be my passion, dancing was just a thing I just did
in school, I did drama at school which influenced my dancing
interest but radio has always been my first love.
I feel like this is a good combination because all my careers complement one another, with music, I took a chance and it worked
out for me, fortunately enough. It was through one song with DJ
Maphorisa after linking up with him through the corporate work
that we did together. He played me a few of his beats and me being a chancer, I shot my shot and that's how "Goosheshe Somnika" came about which launched my music career.
Now you have a single out, “Domoroza” that you've recently released with exciting visuals, what would you say inspired the
track?
The track is actually quite old, it was recorded last year in 2017 and
I only released it right now after being signed. The song has been
in existent for a while now and after picking up this new trend
where everybody is talking about "domorozing" which is a slang
term, I got inspired to fuse the trend with my track.
Now after Domoroza, should we expect an album?
Absolutely, I'm releasing my album next year which has about 1012 tracks but will definitely release a new single in October which
you should look out for it, it’s going to be an absolute scorcher.

You mentioned that you do a lot of behind the scenes work. You've got your own P.R company, tell us about that
and your passion for behind the scenes and what drives you a lot?
I've always been a workaholic, I opened my own company to satisfy my parents really, and myself, simply because it's
not nice waking up every morning and telling your mom you're freelancing somewhere. Why not just get a proper
job? So I opened my own company and got clients from the government, Corporate companies etc. I also ventured
into corporate events, Team building events and so forth, which was the most fun thing I've done. I still do it behind
the scenes with my brand and enjoy it a lot.
So you're a classic case of brains and beauty basically?
"Haha, Let me tell you about beauty darling" I don't always have make-up on, It's a full time job but I love looking
beautiful and I understand the importance of looking presentable which I see it all as branding.
So how hard is it to switch from Thandeka to TDK Macassette?
It's just a matter of changing my hair and my make-up, I'm still the same person, I'm always focused on the same vision but I adapt well and fit in properly, when it's time to be corporate I look the part, when it's time to adhere to my
music responsibilities I do the same.
So your music career, as you have mentioned that it started off as taking a chance. Do you see it growing, do you
have plans to give it longevity?
I can't really say right now but what I know is nothing lasts forever, so in the future, I see myself in the music space
even though I may not be a musician because there's so much business in the music, and maybe I might focus on that.
As you say there's a lot of money to be made in music...
Yes, there's a lot of money, you don't have to rely on endorsements and bookings to make money in the entertainment industry, take a look at musicians from other countries, they're business people and we should actually learn
from them.
Adding on to that, I'd like to tell the youth that have just completed their matric to opt to specialize in the digital
sphere if they want to be in the entertainment industry.
You sound like someone whose driven, Determined and passionate, so what has been the fuel to your fire?
I have a principle, I can't start something and not finish it. I have to see it through, I've failed before, I've dropped out
before, It's the worst thing anyone could ever go through so for me it's all about finishing what I started.

On a less serious note, what does a typical day for Thandeka
look like?
My days are usually boring, All I think about is money and how
to make money a lot … lol … If I don't have work, I'm home,
Doing something.
So what do you do for entertainment?
Oh that's a switch up honey, That's a whole different me.
That's me going to work, like a 9-5 person, I have fun doing
whatever I do.
There's one question that always arises on social media,
which I have to ask you, how old are you?
I'm 26.
In closing, is there anything you want to share with the universe?
Don't give up, Don't listen to anyone, take advices but remove the advices you don't need and finish school.
Instagram: tdkmacassette 95.9k followers
Facebook: TDK Macassette 4k likes
Twitter: @tdkMacassette1 5k followers

Summer is the perfect season for romance. With longer days and hotter nights, it’s only natural for you to want to
heat things up with bae (or bae for the night). Instead of the standard dinner and a movie routine, though, why not
make the most of the warmer temperatures with one of these memorable summer date ideas that can take place
anywhere?

You don’t have to go to an exotic location or tropical island to have the best summer ever. In fact, this list proves you
two can fall in love all over again no matter what zip code you’re in. From kickstarting the day with an Instagramworthy romantic breakfast to bonding at a sporting event, give these easy-to-plan activities a try and see how big of a
difference they make in your relationship.
1. Plan a picnic.
The key to doing this right is staying organized and packing finger foods that are easy to eat. In short, don’t worry
about cooking up a fancy meal because the beauty of eating outside is how easy it is.
2. Catch some outdoor music.
Whether it’s an all-out music festival or a small, live concert in the park, go ahead and enjoy the sun alongside some
tunes. It’ll get cold pretty soon, so do this while you can.
3. Play tourist.
We bet there are hidden gems in your city that you haven’t visited yet, even as a local. Take the weekend and change
that by heading to those historical sites or checking out a new art exhibit.
4. Go to a game.
Nothing brings people together like sports…even if you’re rooting for different teams. Tap into the one-of-a-kind camaraderie of
a sporting event and boost the fun (and friendly competition!) in your relationship.
5. Book a couple’s massage.
Reset and splurge on a session. Summer is all about relaxing, and this is a fool-proof way to make sure that happens.
6. Leave work early and watch the sunset.
If your office doesn’t do summer Fridays, consider shortening your lunch break to be able to be be by your special someone during the most beautiful time of the day.

7. Try or make a dish you’ve never eaten before.
Be adventurous by grabbing ingredients for a foreign dish and working together to make the recipe, or at least making a reservation at a restaurant you’ve never tried before.
8. Make an elaborate breakfast.
Jump-start the day in the most incredible way with an over-the-top meal for two, and brace yourself for butterflies along the way.
9. Take a hike.
Experiencing nature as one brings a new perspective and can take your relationship to an eye-opening new level.
10. Buy some huge ice cream cones and get all the toppings.
Having fun is the only goal here. Feel free to DIY the moment, too, by picking up some sprinkles, fudge, or whatever else you like.
11. Spread out a blanket and stargaze.
Go a step further and have a star named after your relationship. It may be cheesy, but there’s a reason why it’s a go-to scene in the
movies.
12. See the sunrise.
There’s something extra special about starting the day together as a couple. Plus, getting up on the earlier side has been known to
reduce stress and it also leaves you with extra time to work out (or just eat an amazing breakfast).

Precious Mcjane Make up tips
how eyebrows are done today is different from how they used to be
done back in the day, I believe people should consider changing the
way they draw their eyebrows because they attract so much attention especially when you have your makeup done.
In the 90s people used black Pencil and they drew 1 tiny lines but
now that's a thing of the past. I encourage people to use a brown
pencil and refrain from drawing the infamous tiny line, and to halt
shaving all their natural eyebrows because when you don't have
your make-up on, that look on your face isn't a good look. We always hear comments from guys about how ugly we look without
our make-up; it is because of this particular reason.

"Eyebrows on fleek" might look difficult to draw but once you have
everything you need and keep on practicing you will get it right,
Eventually.
Brown pencil, angle Brush, eyebrow brush and Concealer are the
important things one need to have to design their "Eyebrows on
fleek" Draw two lines horizontally, have your natural eyebrows inbetween then blend up and down using your eyebrow brush, then
use your angle brush horizontally under your drawn eyebrows to
even up, after doing all this blend your concealer properly using a
wedge or Sponge but doing all of this alone, especially on your first
time might be difficult, so I advise that you check out my Social media pages or contact me for Tutorials. Thank you.

Doors for anyone who needs makeup Tutorials are
now open. For more info contact me on:
Phone 076690290
Instagram: @Precious_mcjane
Facebook at Precious Mcjane
Email on precious.mcjane13@gmail.com /
precious@kaslam.co.za

Fashion

CHANGING THE
WAY WE THINK
ABOUT
FASHION
Brand name: Shelly designs
Founder: Mom Shirley
Location: Kwa-Thema, Springs
Mom Shirley is really changing how we see and
think about fashion. She developed her own
philosophy, she is shaping fashion trends
through referencing indigenous cultures and
historical figures in black South Africa. She creates clothing to be as natural as possible, both
fabrication and in design, she produces exceptional styles using the finest materials. Mom
Shirley has showcased often at KwaThema
fashion week.
In her own words she states “Kwa-Thema
Fashion Week is a ‘BLESSING’, and a career
highlight for many aspiring designers and ramp
models across the country. Mom Shirley is also
inspired by the colours of Africa and the colour
exuded by its people.
Did you know?
Kwa-Thema Fashion Week is the biggest annual showcase in Ekurhuleni founded by Stephen
Monoki and Nkosinathi Zwane in 2017. KwaThema Fashion Week instilled a sense of confidence and emotional support to many local
designers, models and performing artists that
gave them ideas that they could pursue anything in life. Another successful ‘Kwa-Thema
Fashion Week season 7 Spring/Summer collection’ held on the 28th of July 2018 was indeed
glamorous and exciting event.

Fashion Editor: Mike “RuffCart” Dlamini
Ruffcart contact details
Facebook: Ruffcart Family holding
Tumblr: Ruffcarfamily.tumblr.com
Twitter: @ruffcart
Instagram: Ruffcart Family
Cell: 0744659750
0658828093

SA’S NO1 ALBUM
By far the hottest album to hit Mzansi this year. Mlindo The Vocalist finally
heeds his fan’s call by dropping his debut album ‘Emakhaya’.
The project which features Sjava in one of the songs definitely sounds like it
was inspired by him.
The album comes packed with 16-tracks including leading singles; AmaBlesser
(feat. DJ Maphorisa) and Macala (feat. Kwesta, Thabsie and Sfeesoh).
The album is a solid release from Mlindo, presenting a listener with heartsoothing and rhythmic afro pop/soul jams. One can describe his style as a fusion of Afro-pop with African beats mellowed with some pure traditional music.
Other featured acts on the album include; DJ Maphorisa (who played a major
role in production), Vyno Miller, Shwi Nomtekhala and Sha Sha.
This album is so good that it will have you driving to another province on a one
-man road trip. One thing for sure is that emishadweni ba on this summer.

Inja yasekasi Kwesta has done it again! Authenticity pays off big
time and Senzo keeps proving it.
2015 was Nomayini, 2016 was Ngud, 2017 was Spirit and now for
2018 it looks like the rapper has made sure that we have a Dezemba hit. And man it is a jam.
The track, titled Vurvai was released in September 2018 to a very
surprised Mzansi and judging from the reaction so far it has received an overwhelming YES from Twitter.
However, it is not only tweeps that have been losing their minds.
It has also been blasted on radio stations across the country. From
the minute Kwesta made the announcement that his song is now
available, he topped the trends list.
Kwesta has been working on Dakar III and promised that 2019 will
be the year he finally lets that project go.
In the meantime we will be too busy enjoying Vurvai because as
far as hit singles go. This one is a winner!

THE AFRICAN
TRAP KING DROPS
The African Trap king eMTee drops his third studio album titled ‘DIY
2’. After two successful releases, Avery (2015) and Manando (2017),
eMTee pushes with ‘DIY 2’ to prove that he’s still about good records. However, this body of work does not match the initial heat he
brought in his first album “Avery”. It has a few good songs such as
Abantu, a track that most South Africans will relate to. One thing for
sure Da Hustler never disappoints when it comes to conveying a message. Fugeyzi is also a contender in the running for a good follow up
single but the game is heated this time of the year and may not be
good enough for the masses.
The album consists of 13 new tracks and features Saudi, Sims, Sjava,
S’villa and Snymaan.

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

A man's life takes an unexpected turn when he accidentally blows
up his place of employment. Forced to attend night school to get his
GED, he must now deal with a group of misfit students and a feisty
teacher who doesn't think he's too bright. Tiffany Haddish is the
scariest teacher you're glad you didn't have in high school in the new
trailer for "Night School." And poor Kevin Hart is going to learn the
square root of 91, if she has to punch some sense into his thick head.
plays a failed salesman who wants to get a GED to move on up in the
world and Haddish is his no-nonsense, "brick wall" of a teacher. supporting cast, including Rob Riggle, Romany Malco, and Mary Lynn
Rajskub, as Hart and his fellow GED students attempt to steal the
test so they can pass. But of course, the focus is all on Hart and Haddish's insanely good comedic chemistry.
Hart posted the following note on Instagram announcing the trailer
and also shares a heartfelt story about how he helped Haddish during a period of her life when she was homeless:
I’m launching the trailer today people….The grind/Hard work never
stops. The movies just get bigger/better/funnier….Listen to how
crazy life works….8 to 9 years ago @tiffanyhaddish was homeless &
living out of her car. I had no idea until I saw a shitload of clothes in
her car outside of a comedy club in LA. I asked her what was going
on and she down played the situation….I reached in my pocket and
gave her all the money I had which was $300 at the time. She held
onto that moment…That moment gave her a bed & shower for a
couple of nights…This woman never let her life situation beat her.
She stayed true to her dreams and bust her ass to get where she is
today and now she’s my damn CO-STAR in my new movie “NIGHT
SCHOOL”….GOD IS TRULY AMAZING. Stay on the course people
and continue to follow your dreams….You are looking at 2 people
on a movie poster that are living proof of it being worth it in the long
run!!!! P.S I want my $300 dollars back now ????
"Night School" opens in theaters September 28.

TECH & GAMES

1. Group video and voice calling.
As mentioned above, WhatsApp group video and voice calling
is official now for Android and iPhone users. The feature was in
testing for over a month and does as the name suggests - but the
number of people supported in a group calls is limited to just
four. This new group calling feature is something that allowing users to come together and conduct VoIP calls, making it especially convenient considering the platform is so widely used in
India.
2. WhatsApp Payments.
Easily the biggest launch of this year for the messaging app in
India was the integration of payments. Based on the Indian government-backed UPI or Unified Payments Interface, WhatsApp
Payments is essentially a simple way to transfer funds to your
contacts by entering in your UPI pin. While other platforms such
as PhonePe, Paytm, and BHIM have already made the feature
popular, integrating it onto a massively popular platform like
WhatsApp has only helped it grow in India which is one of the
biggest markets for the messaging platform. Do note that the
data report will be generated only after about three days of submitting the request, and the data will be available for download
only for a few weeks after that. Actions such as account deletion,
number/ device change, and account re-registration will cancel
the request. The feature can be accessed by going into an individual conversation or a group, clicking on the Attachment icon, setting up your UPI account, and making the payment the usual way.
It is available on Android, iPhone, and Windows Phone.
3. Group admin controls
WhatsApp in 2018 put a lot of its focus on enhancing groups and
admin controls. First of all, group creators received the ability to
change a group's description, as did participants in the group.
However, group admins have the option to restrict participants
from changing the description.

Admins can also choose between All Participants and Only Admins to decide upon who can change the subject and icon of the
group. In an update this year, WhatsApp also disabled the ability
to remove group creators. Another highlight of updates to
WhatsApp groups in 2018 was a new feature that allows group
admins to restrict participants from sending messages in the
group. Most likely formulated for WhatsApp groups that are involved in buying and selling of products, this feature is expected
to cut down on spam. To be able to use it, admins need to go
into Group Info > Group Settings > Send Messages. From here,
two options - All Participants and Only Admins - will be revealed.
4. Use Siri to send group messages
An extension of using Siri to send individual messages on
WhatsApp for iPhone, first introduced in 2016, is the ability to
use Apple's digital assistant to send messages in groups on the
platform. To send a group message using Siri, users need to say
"Hey, Siri!" or press and hold the iPhone's home button and then
ask, "Send a message to group (name)." Once you select the
appropriate group from the list it offers, you can speak out loud
your message which will be sent to the same group.
5. Download all data
In line with the EU's new guidelines for data privacy, GDPR or
European General Data Protection Regulation, that came into
effect on May 25, WhatsApp has made available the ability to
download all the data that has been collected by WhatsApp, on
you, since you made your account on the platform. To request
the data that WhatsApp has on you, you need to head over to
Settings > Account > Request Account Info. Once done, you will
be taken to a page where you have to click Request Report. Of
course, messages will not be included in this data due to end-toend encryption.

BMW has officially taken the covers off its new 8 Series; after an
all-too-brief appearance in the South African market in 1991,
BMW's first-class coupe will return to the local market in 2019
and its already been shortlisted for World Luxury Car of the Year
2019. As ever, its looks are head-turning – it's overtly sportier
than the Mercedes-Benz S-Class Coupe.
The BMW 8 Series has finally been revealed in production form.
Focused on performance, luxury and state-of-the-art technology, The G15-generation 8 Series will be manufactured at BMW's
Dingolfing factory, which also assembles the 7 Series. BMW SA
has confirmed that we'll be getting the new 8 Series in 850i
xDrive specification.
In both derivatives, power goes to all four wheels via BMW's
xDrive all-wheel-drive system. The transmission is a new version
of the 8-speed Steptronic and features shift paddles on the
steering wheel. In the SA-bound 850i xDrive, the 8 Series features a rear-wheel drive bias, a performance-tuned rear differential lock and a launch control system.
The 8 Series cabin does not look dramatically different to those
of contemporary large BMWs, but the luxury details are exquisite.
What's more, BMW has fitted the 8 Series with an array of driver
assistance systems, including Personal Co-Pilot, which BMW
claims, "relieves the strain on the driver in monotonous situations, such as traffic jams or slow-moving traffic. They additionally enhance comfort and safety both in urban traffic and on longer trips by providing targeted assistance in complex traffic situations.
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THIS MONTH WE TAKE AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT PRETORIA EAST

The Blyde officially opened on 8 September
2018 in Pretoria, launching the first clearwater lagoon in sub-Saharan Africa.
The Blyde is a R4.2 billion residential development in Pretoria East, which includes the
1.5 hectare – the equivalent to just over two
rugby fields – lagoon, which will provide a
beach setting for residents.
The Blyde also features a state of the art
lifestyle centre which includes a restaurant,
gym, spa, concierge, laundromat, multipurpose sports fields as well as two swimming pools within the lagoon.
Regional director at Crystal Lagoons,
Alastair Sinclair said that the lagoon has far
less impact in terms of water usage than
that of a park or golf course

FOOD & WINE

You know summer's the perfect time to switch to flip-flops, but
did you know it's also the right time to change your diet? Being
outdoors more often—and sweating—ups your risk for health
problems such as dehydration, skin sensitivities, and vitamin and
mineral deficiencies. The simple (and delicious) solution? "Eat
local, in-season fruits. Their nutrients are at their peak in the summer," says Julie Kaye, MPH, RD, CDN, a registered dietitian in
New York City. "But they're not the only foods that will help your
body look and feel its best during the hottest time of year." Click
through to see what else you should definitely eat (and drink!)
this season.
While tomatoes are filled with antioxidants and Vitamin C, they
also contain beneficial phytochemicals such as lycopene, which
contribute to chronic diseases—especially cancer.
Part of the summer squash family, zucchini contains a fibre called
pectin, which is linked to increasing heart health and lowering
cholesterol
As its name implies, this fruit is a hydration hero, and fluids are
exactly what you need when the heat is on. "Watermelon's high
water content keeps you cool and hydrated," says Boston-based
registered dietitian Janel Funk, MS, RD, LDN, who runs the website Eat Well With Janel. That same high water content will also
keep you feeling full, which could curb cravings. As an added
summer bonus, "Watermelon also contains lycopene, which protects skin cells from sun damage," says Funk.
The sweet citrus fruit is rich in potassium, a nutrient that's crucial
in the summer. "You lose potassium through sweat, which puts
you at risk for muscle cramps," says Erin Palinski, RD, CDE, LDN,
CPT, author of the forthcoming Belly Fat Diet for Dummies.
"Eating oranges replenishes your supply and keeps muscle
cramps away," she explains. Oranges are also about 80% water,
so popping a few juicy slices will keep you hydrated during your

sweatiest summer days.
Protein-packed, portion-controlled and easy to tote in your beach
bag (just freeze a cup before you go, so it stays cool until you're
ready to snack), yogurt is made for summer eating, says Keri
Glassman, MS, RD, CDN, president of Nutritious Life. "The protein
satisfies your growling tummy, which will keep you from overloading on salty, high-calorie snacks at your barbeque," explains Glassman. Her recommendation: brands that are low in fat and high in
protein, like Dannon Oikos Non-Fat Greek yogurt. It has twice the
protein of regular low-fat yogurt. Yogurt also adds a dose of probiotics, beneficial bacteria that keeps your digestive system running
smoothly.
Sweet, juicy berries are filled with flavonoids, powerful disease
fighters found in many fruits and vegetables. Among their other
pros, "they increase blood flow to skin and decrease sensitivity to
light, which improves skin's appearance, structure and texture,"
says Glassman. With more daylight hours and time spent in the
sun, that's key. And because berries are so high in flavonoids, one
recent study showed they might help slow cognitive decline. Other great sources of skin-boosting flavonoids: bananas, citrus fruits,
broccoli, artichokes, walnuts, pistachios, cashew, dill and thyme.
If you're looking for drinks more exciting than water to keep you
hydrated, you may want to go green. "Green tea is the perfect
way to supplement your water intake when it's super-hot outside," says Palinski. Studies have suggested that green tea may be
helpful in fighting cancer and heart disease, lowering cholesterol,
revving your metabolism and even keeping dementia at bay. And
if sipping a hot drink in a hot month isn't your cup of...well, tea, try
it on ice—the cooler temp doesn't compromise its nutritional benefits.

EVENTS

State Theatre; September 2018 –
This season the girls are not only leading the race but have surely
brought flames to the Idols SA stage this year. It was a nerve
wracking experience for the 10 ten contestants who were all waiting to see who will make it into this season’s top 9. And on a very
sad note, it was the end of the road for Mthokozisi Ngcobo as he
received the least number of Votes from the public, but with a
great talent like his we have no doubt he’ll be gracing our cover
someday.
Emotions are high at this current stage of the competition which
makes the live shows even more electrifying. One has to hand it to
Proverb and his team as they keep growing their audience and
maintain the high standard and impressive level of production.
Watching the live shows live in theatre has to be the most rewarding feeling for passionate idols fans, it is just awesome.

It does matter if it’s music, gym ,
soccer or pool parties. Nyovest is a
Nyisist and graduated
Suma Cumlaude in Nyisism.
This guy is superstar material and
knows how to maintain his personal
brand.
Shout Out to Mr Fill Up … see you on
our cover soon. Banyise boi!!!

